EXPERT PANEL

Age Restrictions

MEETING ARRANGEMENTS
Location: Wine & Spirit Education Trust, International House 39-45 Bermondsey St, London SE1 3XF
Date: Monday 8th July 2019
Time: 1 PM – 4 PM

AGENDA
13:00 Introductions AH/TA
13:10 Minutes of the Meeting held on 12/4/19 TA
13:15 Actions Arising from Last Meeting
- Co-Chair Arrangements & Terms of Reference for Panel AH
- Preparation of Guidance under s.65 Offensive Weapons Act AH
13:25 Joint Meeting between OPSS/DCMS/Cabinet Office/Home Office AH
13:35 Verification of Children Online (VoCO) TF
An update relating to cross-governmental work on verification of children online, including on age verification. This includes an update on Phase 1 of the VoCO programme (to March 2019) and proposals for Phase 2 (due to commence)
14:20 Break
14:30 Digital Proof-of-Age Standards AP/JM/TA
An update on the Home Office’s position with regard to digital proof-of-age standards and implications for the Licensing Act 2003
A discussion paper submitted by Bucks & Surrey TSD on the development of Standards for Digital Presentation of Proof-of-Age
An update on a letter to the Chair of the Proof-of-Age Standards Scheme regarding proposals to develop digital proof of age standards.
15:20 Liaison with Licensing/Gambling Expert Panels PH
15:30 Technology Showcase Event TA
Any Other Business
15:50 Actions & ‘Task & Finish’ Projects TA
15:55 Meeting Schedule/Proposal for Next Meeting
16:00 Meeting Close